Dream team
We test the beautiful little 20-bore O/U from Boxall & Edmiston

If I was lucky enough
to have oodles of cash
I would buy this
beautiful little 20 bore
from Boxall &
Edmiston.
If I was really lucky, I’d win the current
BASC draw and have a bespoke one made
for me. Unfortunately, though, neither will
happen; in the first instance, the wife
wouldn’t let me spend that amount of
cash on another shotgun, and secondly,
BASC staff are not eligible to enter the
draw! As such I’m condemned to spend
my days dreaming of the time I shot this
fantastic gun.
It really is the best handling, most
beautiful looking, well balanced and
pointable 20-bore shotgun I’ve ever had
the pleasure to shoot.
The handling was superb. The simple

The 20 bore
over-andunder crafted
by Boxall &
Edmiston is a
delightful gun
to use, even
for a novice
shooter such
as myself.
Beautifully made, you feel as if it’s an
extension of your own arm; not many
female shooters could pass by it without
pausing for a moment to admire the
craftsmanship. It is powerful enough to
impress and tame enough to be used by
even the most delicate of the fairer sex.
This little gun would definitely be an
item of ‘bling’ I would like to add to my
jewellery box.
Marta Jacyna is BASC publications
assistant
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process of raising the gun to the shoulder
was confidence inspiring in itself. You
simply knew you would hit your bird – no
matter how testing the target… and this
particular gun was not even fitted for me!
The build quality was second to none.
The wood was incredible and the quality
of overall finish and the engraving were
magnificent. Wood to metal finish was, as
one might expect from a truly-bespoke
shotgun, absolutely first class.
It is hard to fault this gun. If pushed it’s
easy to say it’s rather expensive, but then
quality has never, ever come cheap.
(Prices start at around £27,000.)
So, if your first name starts with Sheik,
go and order one. If money is an object
however, buy as many tickets in the BASC
draw as you can.
It might be the best chance you’ll ever
have of owning such a superb shotgun.
I wish you luck!
Steve Moore is BASC head of
publications and editor of Shooting &
Conservation magazine

Having written
several articles
about Boxall &
Edmiston in the
past, I was really
looking forward to
shooting one of this
company’s finely-crafted shotguns.
The 20 bore was very pointable and,
although light to carry and swing, it had
enough mass to make recoil almost
unnoticeable; ideal for anyone;
including women or younger shooters.
Despite not being fitted for me – it was a
trifle short in the stock for my frame – it
looked lovely and shot extremely well.
Within just half an hour of handling
and using this brilliant little shotgun, I
was convinced that if I could just rustle
up nearly £30,000 for a bespoke gun, I’d
probably never miss a shot again.
Dream on…
Mike Montgomery is deputy editor of
Shooting & Conservation

The Boxhall 20 bore was a stunningly
beautiful gun obviously made by some
true craftsmen. Unlike the rest of the
testing gang, I wasn’t lucky enough to
have a great amount of time to try this
magnificent gun, but I did grab the
chance to break a couple of dozen clays
at Council member Duncan Greaves’
clay shooting ground at Commonwood
near Wrexham.
I certainly found it easy to handle and
the action was not stiff at all for a new
gun. The gun was so well balanced that
it felt light and easy to manoeuvre, with
little felt recoil.
Certainly a lovely gun which
performed well on the clays; I would
have loved to have experienced how it
performed on pheasants, but sadly
didn’t have the opportunity. Such is life!
Dr Peter Marshall,
BASC’s sporting services department

This gun was an
absolute joy to use. It
was light and
beautifully balanced
which made for fast
handling and an
easily-controlled
swing through the
target. I was
fortunate that the
test gun was close to
my ideal measurements and it came up to
the shoulder wonderfully well and sighted
true.
The gun is beautifully presented with
deep scroll engraving. The wood was well
figured and I particularly liked the Prince
of Wales grip on the stock as it made for
reliable handling.
Nick Glazebrook is BASC head of
business development
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